
Science Activity 13: Apple STEM



Resources Required:
Plastic Apples/ real small apples/ soft drink caps; magnetic tape/ or masking tape; recycled
cardboard tubes/toilet paper rolls/kitchen towel rolls; magnetic surface/ or a wall; scissors; hot
glue gun/ or good quality glue; green paper; small container.

Apple STEM Activity

Description of Investigation:
1) Cut a link through the cardboard tube to make it a half circle shape.
2) Once you’ve cut the recycled cardboard tube you can attach the magnets to it! (if you do not have

magnets move to step 4).
3) Set up the magnetic board on the wall or you can use your side of your refrigerator or any large

magnetic surface that works for this apple STEM activity!
4) Cut an apple tree out of green construction paper or simply use recycled papers and colour them

green. Stick the green “apple tree” to the wall and stick some apples to it.
5) Attach the tubes to the wall/board/fridge in such a way that the tubes will transport the apple

safely from the top to a small container at the bottom.

Investigation Questions:
 Can you pick the apples from the apple tree by directing the apples to the basket?
 Did the apples fall too fast?
 What can be improved?

More info:
https://theeducatorsspinonit.com/apple-

theme-stem-activity-preschoolers/



 Think Critically - ask questions and find out answers.
 Collaborate with family members.
 Get Creative! Make your own apple tree.
 Communicate your findings with others.

You are invited to share photos or videos of your Science activity results on our social
media platform - Primary Science Malta.

Skills Acquired

Suggested links to other subject areas

Mathematics:
• Counting.
• Shapes and angles.
• Weight and measurement.
Language:
• Interpreting the instructions.
• Communicating clearly - verbalising thoughts in a well structured manner.
Engineering and construction:
• Designing and creating the apple tree.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/157232278238598/?ref=bookmarks

